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$H$ -STURUCTURE AND HIGHER HOMOTOPY ASSOCIATIVITY OF $B_{n}(p)$
(Yutaka Hemmi)
1. INTRODUCTION
$H$ $X$ $p$ ( $p$ ) $X$
p-regular . $X$ p-regular
$H^{*}(X;Z/p)\cong\Lambda(x_{1}, \ldots, x_{k})$ , $\deg x_{i}=n_{i}$ : odd \langle $*$ )
. $(*)$ $H$ . $(*)$ $X$
$mod p$ p-torsion free . $X$
homotopy , $p$ $(*)$ .
$(*)$ , $X$ rregular
. . $(*)$ $n_{1}\leq\cdots\leq n_{k}$ \iota
.
1.1 (Kumpel [6]). $X$ $H$ $(*)$ . $n_{k}-n_{1}<2(p-1)$
$X$ p-regular .
$2(p-1)=\deg \mathcal{P}^{1}$ , $H^{*}(X;Z/p)$ Steenrod
. best possible
.
$n_{k}-n_{1}\geq 2(p-1)$ . $H^{*}(X;Z/p)$ Steenrod
. $X$ $mod p$
. $B_{n}(p)$
1.2 (Mimura, Toda [9], Oka. [10]). $Bn(p)(n\geq 1)$ pull back diagram
.







$f$ $p\pi_{2n+2p-1}(S^{2n+2})\cong Z/p$ .
$H^{*}(B_{n}(p);Z/p)\cong\Lambda(x_{1}, x_{2})$ ,
$\deg x_{1}=2n+1,$ $\deg x_{2}=2n+2p-1,$ $P^{1}x_{1}=x_{2}$ .
$H$ $X$ $B_{n}(p)$ $p$ $X$ quasi
p-regular . 1.1 $n_{k}-n_{1}<4(p-1)=\deg \mathcal{P}^{2}$
$X$ quasi p-regular .
. .
1.3 (Wilkerson [12]). $X$ $H$ $(*)$ , $n_{k}-n_{1}<4(p-1)$ ,
$i$ $\mathcal{P}^{1}x_{i}=0$ $\mathcal{P}^{1}x;=x_{j}$ (for some j) .
$X$ quasi p-regular .
Harper [4], McCleary [7] .
$YxZ$ $H$ , $Y,$ $Z$ $H$
. $(*)$ p-regular $H$ , $S^{n_{i}}$ $mod p$
$H$ ( $p$ $H$ ) . quasi p-regular
, $S^{n_{i}}$ $B_{n}(p)$ $mod pH$ .
$H$ .
1.4 (Adams [1], [2]). $mod 2H$ $S^{1},$ $S^{3},$ $S^{7}$ .
$p$ $mod pH$ .
$p$ $(n_{1}, \ldots n_{k})$ $(*)$
p-regular $H$ . $B_{n}(p)$ .
1.5 (Harper, Zabrodsky [5]). $p\geq 5$ $B_{n}(p)$ $mod pH$
. $B_{n}(3)$ $mod 3H$ $n=1$ $n\equiv-1mod 3$
.
homotopy .
1.6 (Stasheff [11]). $modpA_{p-1}$ . $S^{2n-1}$
, $mod pA_{p}$ $\Leftrightarrow mod p$ loop $\Leftrightarrow n|p-1$ .




$H^{*}(B_{n,k}(p);Z/p)\cong\Lambda(x_{1}, \ldots, x_{k})$ ,
$(**)$
$\deg x_{i}=2n+2(i-1)(p-1)+1,$ $\mathcal{P}^{i-1}x_{1}=x_{\mathfrak{i}}$
$B_{n,k}(p)$ . $mod pH$ .
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$\bullet$ $B_{n,1}(p)$ $p$ . $p\geq 3$ $mod pH$ ,
$p=2$ $mod 2H$ .
$\bullet$ $B_{n,2}(p)$ $p\geq 3$ . $p\geq 5$ $mod pH$ ,
$p=3$ $mod 3H$ .
.
2.1. $B_{n,k}(p)$
(1) $k\leq p-1$ .
(2) $k=p$ .
(3) $k\leq p-2$ $H$ .
(4) $k=p-1$ $H$ .
.
2.2. (1) $k\leq p-1$ $B_{n,k}(p)$ .
(2) $k\leq p-2$ $H$ $B_{n,k}(p)$ .
. Harper, Zabrodsky [5] $B_{n,p}(p)$ ,
$mod pH$ .
$B_{n,k}(p)$ $k$ induction fibration
$B_{n,k-1}(p)arrow B_{n,k}(p)arrow^{\rho k}S^{2n+2(k-1)(p-1)+1}$ $(k\leq p-1)$
. $\Delta$
$\rho_{k*}:^{p}\pi_{2n+2k(p-1)}(B_{n,k}(p))arrow P\pi_{2n+2k(p-1)}(S^{2n+2(k-1)(p-1)+1})\cong Z/p$
. Cooke, Harper, Zabrodsky [3]
$k\leq p-2$ $B_{n,k}(p)$ $mod pH$ .
. Mimura, Nishida, Toda [8] Stiefel complex $B_{n}^{k}(p)$
.
(1) $H^{*}(B_{n}^{k}(p);Z/p)\cong\Lambda(x_{1}, \ldots x_{k}),$ $\deg x_{i}=2n+2(i-1)(p-1)+1$ .
(2) $f:B_{n}^{k}(p)arrow W$ $f^{*}:$ $H^{*}(W;Z/p)arrow H^{*}(B_{n}^{k}(p);Z/p)$
. $W=W_{n+(k-1)(p-1)+1,(k-1)(p-1)+1}$ .
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Stiefel complex $B_{n}^{k}(p)$ .
$B_{n,k}(p)$ . Stiefel complex Steenrod $\mathcal{P}^{i}x_{1}=$
$(\begin{array}{l}ni\end{array})X;+1$ .
3. NON EXISTENCE OF $mod pA_{p-1}$ STRUCUTURE OF $B_{n}(p)$
$B_{n}(p)$ - $mod pA_{p-1}$ .
2 cohomology .
$E_{n}$ homotopy fibration .
$E_{n}arrow^{r_{L}}K(Z/p, 2n+1)arrow^{h_{n}}K(Z/p, 2np+1)$
$h_{n}$ $\mathcal{P}^{n}$ represent . $fo:B_{n}(p)arrow K(Z/p, 2n+1)$ $x_{1}$
represent . $n\geq 2$ $\mathcal{P}^{n}x_{1}=0$ $f_{0}$ lift
$f:B_{n}(p)arrow E_{n}$
.
3.1. $n\geq 2,$ $n\not\equiv-1mod p$ $B_{n}(p)$ $A_{p-1}$ $f$ $A_{p-2}$
.
$B_{n}(p)$ $A_{p-1}$ $H^{*}(P_{p-2}(E_{n});Z/p)$ Steenrod algebra subalgebra $A$
$A=Z/p[y_{1}, y_{2}]/$($p-1$ fold decomposables) ’
$\deg y_{1}=2(n+1),$ $\mathcal{P}^{1}y_{1}=y_{2}$
. $P_{p-2}(E_{n})$ $E_{n}$ $p-2$ .
$f$ $A_{p-2}$ , $A$ $\prime P^{n}y_{1}=0$ .
$\mathcal{P}^{n}y_{1}$ non-zero $y_{2}^{s}$ ,
.
3.2. $n\not\equiv-1mod p,$ $n\geq(p-1)^{2}/2$ $B_{n}(p)$ $A_{p-1}$ .
2 cohomology ,
.
3.3. $X$ $A_{p-1}$ $(*)$ , $H^{*}(X;Z/p)$ primitive
$\epsilon:\Sigma Xarrow P_{p-1}(X)$ : $\overline{H}^{*}(P_{p-1}(X);Z/p)arrow$
$\overline{H}^{*}(X;Z/p)$ . ( $A_{p-1}$-primitive
.) $n\geq 2,$ $\not\equiv-1mod p$ , $A_{p-1}$ $f:Xarrow E_{n}$
$\mathcal{P}^{1}(f^{*}r_{n}^{*}(\iota_{n}))\in{\rm Im} \mathcal{P}^{2}$
. $\iota_{n}\in H^{2n+1}(K(Z/p, 2n+1);Z/p)$ cohomology .
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3.1 $f$ $A_{p-2}$ .
, $B_{n}(p)$ .
.
$x_{i}$ $A_{p-1}$-primitive . $H$ “ $(P_{p-1}(X);Z/p)$ ideal $M$ Steenrod
,











3.4. $n\not\equiv-1mod p$ $v\in.H^{(2n+1)p-1}(P_{p-1}(E_{n});Z/p)$
$\mathcal{P}^{1}v=\beta_{p-1}^{*}(w)$
.
$w= \sum_{i=1}^{p-1}(-1)^{i}iu^{\otimes i-1}\otimes(\mathcal{P}^{1}u)u\otimes u^{\otimes p-i-1}$
$u=f^{*}r_{n}^{*}(\iota_{n})$
$f$ $P_{p-1}(f):P_{p-1}(X)arrow P_{p-1}(E_{n})$ $P_{p-1}(f)^{*}(v)$
, $M$ . $H^{*}(P_{p-1}(X);Z/p)$
$\mathcal{P}^{1}(f^{*}r_{n}^{*}(\iota_{n}))\in{\rm Im} \mathcal{P}^{2}$ .
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